Exhibit 1.1.1:B General assembly and location of marks

(i) General assembly

(ii) Location of marks

1 Manufacturer’s monogram
2 Month and year of manufacturing
3 Type designation
4 Last 3 digits of manufacturing no.
5 4-pointed asterisk indicating reinforced breech
6 Bundeswehr property stamp
7 Manufacturing no.
8 Mark for reinforced breech ring and barrel catch
   a 4-pointed asterisk or
   b actuating surface with 15° bevel (no asterisk)
9 Last 3 digits of manufacturing no.
10 Last 3 digits of manufacturing no.

NOTE
For pistols of earlier manufacturing—
• mark no. 2 is on the reverse (i.e. right) side of the breech
• mark no. 3 reads as follows: "P38 Cal. 9 mm"
• no 4-point asterisk on the breech is used